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Mankind! Long before your birth,
Alluring was the beauty of Mother Earth.
She bore living things of all kinds…plants and insects, animals and birds.
All, an exotic reflection of her biodiversity,
A diversity you have chosen to destroy!
Why…Mankind…Why?
………………………………………..
Mankind! When will you repent of your evil ways?
When will you stop biting the hands that have fed you?
When will you love mother earth like she loves you…?
And stop writing her dirge with your actions?
Mother earth looks upon you with her painful eyes
Sobbing and asking you why…
Why…Mankind….Why? (Christopher Ndubuisi)
Earth, a five letter word in which all the thing we can see in the world and beyond came.
Life came out of it, lived in it, breaded in it and did everything for living. From the
beginning of the first life, nature has been caring for it like a mother. The Earth provides
us with all we need to exist and asks for nothing in return. You can find living organisms
from the poles to the equator, from the bottom of the sea to several miles in the air, from
freezing waters to dry valleys to undersea thermal vents to groundwater thousands of feet
below the Earth's surface. She has given everything to make our life harmonious.
We have taken whatever we can from her. Has she ever said no when we ask for
something? In turn to the things she has given to us, what have we done to her?

She gave us air to breathe, we polluted it.
She gave us water to drink, we again polluted it.
She gave us land to live, we bombed it.
She gave us forests to balance life, we destroyed it.
She gave us ozone to protect us, we damaged it.
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She gives us everything she can to her children to live in harmony, we showed her anger,
hatred, greed and we have made her so ill.

We have damaged her too much. We have to stop further damage. It’s every human
being’s responsibility to fix this. Remember, every once in a time, when we forget to fix
things, she herself has taken steps to fix the damage done to her. But at what cost - lives
of her children? Yes, it’s true.
Since 1600 more than 700 species of plants and animal has gone extinct. Some 13 million
hectares of the world's forests are still lost each year, including 6 million hectares of
primary forests. Thirteen of the world's hottest years on record have all occurred in the
past 15 years and Arctic ice levels were this year the thinnest they have ever been,
scientists have warned. Temperatures reached record levels in several regions during
2010, the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) says, confirming the year is likely
to be among the warmest three on record.
Its forty years of celebrating Earth Day, 40 years of educating people about saving
Mother Earth. Yet, she is still in a peril greater than ever. But we should not be
fainthearted for there is still hope — and it is all in our hands.
Every little thing we do, we are contributing to the welfare of the world. So it is just right
that we make ourselves conscious of what we can do to help the environment with the
crisis that it is experiencing. Humans on Earth can soften the response of “nature” to
Mankind and Earth itself by a continuous act of LOVE. ”Sending Love Daily to Mother
Earth.” A Collective Blessing of Love from all Humans on Earth will save the Millions of
life’s, animals, and nature itself. (Click me! To go our facebook page)
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Goal of the page “Save our Green”
Steps towards the goal
Interesting plants
World of organisms
Wonders around world
Heal earth: Heal ourselves

S

" ave our Green" blog
Do you care for Nature? --by Naturelover Sambit
Abrace un arbol --by Shalini Roy
Save earth! Before you, evaporate along-with it! --Abhishek Kumar
Save water, Save lives --by Albert Plabonestein
God Man And Science --by Pravin Pandey
Call Of Nature --by Dibya Jyoti

Member's Participation
Quiz winners
Member’s photography
Member’s messages

Happy moments
Which we didn’t want
Future plan
Conclusion
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Basket Tree (Image credit: flickr)
As a hobby, bean farmer Axel Erlandson shaped trees – he pruned, bent, and grafted trees
into fantastic shapes and called them "Circus Trees." For example, to make this "Basket
Tree" arborsculpture, Erlandson planted six sycamore trees in a circle and then grafted
them together to form the diamond patterns.
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The two-legged tree shaped by Axel Erlandson

Ladder tree (Image credit: Arborsmith)
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In Ifaty, southwestern Madagascar, other baobabs take the
form of bottles, skulls, and even teapots. (Image credit: Daniel
Montesino [flickr])

Deer tree :)
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Cactus:-

Teapot baobab (Image credit: Gilles Croissant)
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Redwood tree
Redwood trees are ancient giants, the tallest living beings on the Earth, reaching heights
of up to 360 feet (100+ meters). Redwoods are also known for their longevity, typically
500 – 1000 years, but sometimes more than 2000 years

Giant Sequoia: General Sherman
Giant Sequoias (Sequoiadendron giganteum), which only grow in Sierra Nevada,
California, are the world’s biggest trees (in terms of volume). The biggest is General
Sherman [wiki] in the Sequoia National Park – one behemoth of a tree at 275 feet (83.8
m), over 52,500 cubic feet of volume (1,486 m³), and over 6000 tons in weight. General
Sherman is approximately 2,200 years old – and each year, the tree adds enough wood to
make a regular 60-foot tall tree. It’s no wonder that naturalist John Muir said "The Big
Tree is Nature’s forest masterpiece, and so far as I know, the greatest of living things."
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Axel Erlandson underneath one of his arborsculpture (Image credit: Wilma
Erlandson, Cabinet Magazine). He was very secretive and refused to reveal his methods
on how to grow the Circus Trees (he even carried out his grafting behind screens to
protect

against

spies!)

and

carried

the

secrets

to

his

grave.

The trees were later bought by millionaire Michael Bonfante, who transplanted them to
his amusement park Bonfante Gardens in Gilroy in 1985.
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Fennec Fox:-

The Fennec Fox (Vulpes zerda) is a small nocturnal fox found in the Sahara of North
Africa. The fennec fox is the smallest of all the world's foxes, weighing only 2.2 pounds
(1 kilogram). But it sure has enormous ears, measuring 6 inches (15 centimeters), which
it appears to have borrowed from a much bigger relative.

Colored parrot fish
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The beautifully colored parrot fish is known to change its shape, color, and even gender
during its lifetime. Every night, certain species of parrot fish envelope themselves in a
transparent cocoon made of mucous secreted from an organ on their head. Scientists think
the cocoon masks their scent, making them harder for nocturnal predators, like moray
eels, to find.

Slow Loris

The Slow Loris is one of the cutest, sweet, and shy mammals on earth. With its narrow
set, bulbous eyes, they are the kind of animal that people dream of taking home and
cuddling it like a teddy bear. However, besides being one of the cutest mammals, it is
also the most poisonous and venomous. The Slow Loris produces a toxin on the inside of
its elbows through a gland, which if eaten, would give you quite an extreme case of
stomach pain. They smear this excretion on their young, to help keep them from being
eaten in the wild. They are also considered venomous because if provoked, they can suck
this same poison from their elbows into their mouths, injecting it into an enemy via a bite.
If the presumed predator shows an allergic reaction to the toxin, they could be dead
within hours if not properly treated. Found in South and Southeast Asia, they range from
Northeast India in the west to the Philippines in the east, and from the Yunnan province
in China in the north to the island of Java in the south.
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Finger monkey

The finger monkey is the tiniest living primate in the world. It's so small that it can hold
onto your finger. This cute little primate hugs and grips onto your finger so tight that you
are bound to wish to take it home. Finger monkeys are as a matter of fact pygmy
marmosets. They are also known as pocket monkey and tiny lion. It is native to the rain
forests of Brazil, Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador and Colombia.

Green tree frog
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Two green tree frogs meet face-to-face atop a leaf in Louisiana's Atchafalaya River Delta.
Green may be the most common color found in nature—it's everywhere from leaves,
grass, and moss to snakes, butterflies, and even the northern lights. Green represents life,
vitality, nature, and, of course, environmentalism.

Horned lizard and the thorny devil

This picture will show you the difference between the horned lizard (left) and the thorny
devil(right).

Non-venomous snake
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Most species of boas are colorful like the Corallus caninus, a non-venomous snake found
in the rainforests of South America. Adults grow to about 6 feet or 1.8 m in length. They
have highly developed front teeth that are likely proportionately larger than those of any
other non-venomous snake.

Shark

Shark is carnivorous fish which lives in deep sea water (6600 ft under sea level). There
are 440 different species of the shark. Shark is the oldest living animal/fish because it is
older than dinosaurs. Millions of sharks are killed by humans every year for different
purposes but there is no danger as far as their extinction is concerned. Sharks generally
lives in salt water and only some species of shark lives in fresh water.
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Africa's western black rhino

IUCN has declared that Africa’s western black rhino is extinct and a quarter of all
mammals are at a risk of extinction. The organization stated that 2 other subspecies of
rhino such as northern black rhino and java rhino were close to extinction. They are
possibly extinct in wild. Human are directly responsible for the extinction. Poachers
killed them one by one to collect their horn......the news was declared on Thursday after
the death of the last surviving one.

Shrimp

Remember the shrimp 4m the movie "finding memo". Well here it is. It’s a cleaner
shrimp, also known as pistol shrimp. This deep sea creature is abnormally addicted 2
cleaning. It cleans whatever it finds, even your hand, feet, food dishes, everything...it is
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normally found in every sea...its upper body is magentas with white border and lower
body is cream colored. Its eyes are dark black. Many people use them for cleaning stuff.
They are also kept in fish aquarium for cleaning...small shrimp but keep the sea clean.

5 colored river of Cambodia :

Caño Cristales is a river located in the Serrania de la Macarena Mountains. The area
where the river is found is so remote that you can only get there by horse, donkey, or on
foot. Caño Cristales is filled with waterfalls, rapids, wells and hollows, with water so
clear you can see all the way to the bottom. During most of the year the river seems like
any other, with the water coursing over green algae rocks. Then during the period of time
between the wet season and the dry season – which happens between September–
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November – the river transforms, becoming a river of color. The algae in the water
produce a riot of color; red, blue, green, black and yellow line the river. This river has no
fish because of the complexity of the channels. Caño Cristales has been called “The River
of Five Colors”, “The Liquid Rainbow” and “The River That Ran Away From Paradise”
and it’s honestly easy to see why.

Fly Geyser Reno (Nevada)

Fly Geyser Reno (Nevada) was accidentally created in 1916 while drilling a well for
water, though they didn’t start forming until 1960. The spot picked had an unknown
geothermal area. The heated water eventually found a weak spot in the well and pushed
itself to the surface. The minerals started building up to create a mini volcano of about 5
ft. tall, with layers of terraces. The terraces have different colors from the minerals in the
water and the geothermal water has found more weak spots to create two more geysers
nearby. The water spouts continuously and fills holes and hollows in the terraces, to give
the area a surreal look. Water where there isn’t much water to begin with has attracted
swans, ducks, and other animals to the area. Fish also swim through the ponds,
introduced by an unknown human dropping the eggs in the water.
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Aurora

See the beautiful light; it’s an aurora...aurora means 1st light of morning sun. But it’s not
a light from the mighty sun. An aurora is a natural light display in the sky particularly
seen in high latitude regions like arctic and Antarctic regions. It’s caused by the collision
of energetic charged particles with atoms in the high altitude atmosphere.
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Vale Da Lua

Vale Da Lua is a stone basin that has been carved out by the San Miguel River. The name
translates to valley of the moon and was given that name because the erosion of the rocks
by the river has left them smooth, and in shades of gray similar to the look of the moon.
The valley has some of the oldest rock formations in the world, with an estimated age of
1.8 billion years old. The river has created caves, grottoes, waterfalls and bizarre rock
formations, to form a labyrinth in the narrow canyon walls. Seen from space, the area is
the most luminous on earth. Quartz and the smoothness of the rocks cause the glow. The
surrounding forest is abundant with wildlife and lays claim to many varieties of orchids.
The river has made the area a work in progress, as it continues to erode and change the
landscape.
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Globally, we waste 30–40% of all food produced, or one of every three calories.
Please:
*Check the ingredients in your fridge and cupboards, then write a shopping list for just
the extras you need.
*Check that the seals on your fridge are good and check the fridge temperature too.
*When you buy new food from the store, bring all the older items in your cupboards and
fridge to the front.
*Serve small amounts of food with the understanding that everybody can come back for
more once they've cleared their plate. This is especially helpful for children.
*Some food waste is unavoidable, so why not set up a compost bin for fruit and vegetable
peelings?
Let’s set a zero waste challenge......
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EFFECTS OF OIL SPILLS:1.Temporary ecological damage.
2. High concentrations of toxic components released from the oil, will affect the
some marine resources in a localized area.
3. Dead and dying crabs, lobsters and shells will be washed.
4. Nature will recover after even the worst oil spills; it may take up to 20 or 30 years or
longer in particularly sensitive area.
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Do you know China is the world’s largest market for tiger products? Although
trade in tiger parts is illegal in China, in 2007, the Chinese government created an
exception for registered and labeled tiger and leopard skins of “legal origin. The
Environmental Investigation Agency (EIA), is sounding the alarm over the
Chinese government’s apparent relaxation of prohibitions against the sale of tiger
skins.
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This Diwali, Chemical and engineering department of Jadavpur University making
pollution free candle. Which not only help the Eco-system, it also gives you a
good smell. Normally we use a white or colorful candle, which gives you a huge
amount of CO2 and makes your air polluted. In this candle they are using
vegetables colors, which gives you good smells and they are not using so much of
oil. So this brings this candle pure and clean. But the candles prices are little bit
higher than normal candle, which find you easily in the market.
So this Diwali bring home pollution free candle and make the most of it.
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Canada becomes the 1st country to announce it would withdraw from the Kyoto
protocol on climate change which was initially adopted in Kyoto, Japan, in 1997,
is aimed at fighting global warming. Canada would be subject to penalties
equivalent to C$14 billion ($13.6 billion) under the terms of the treaty for not
cutting emissions by the required amount by 2012. All the counties signed this
protocol but the USA has not yet ratified it.
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By Naturelover Sambit……
Now-a-days everybody seems to be aware of environment and our impact on it. People
talk about global warming, sea level rise, polar ice cap melting, acid rain and lots of other
stuff. Environmental science is included in every school and college syllabus, people are
using star rated products like energy efficient lighting and other home appliances,
celebrities are claiming that they r GOING GREEN ( not to mention few of them posing
naked for P.E.T.A ) . Looks like everybody trying to do whatever they can, and I have to
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admit some people are doing... But my question is, is it helping our environment as much
we thought it would??

Let me share an experience with you…
Few weeks ago, a seminar on REASONS BEHIND GLOBAL WARMING was held in
our college. Students from some other college also joined. They made some presentation;
there was a group discussion also. But they were all same, dull, boring (you know what I
mean if you have attended any such seminar). Everything they were saying were just a
copy of some book or other or our favorite Wikipedia. The thing is, these guys were all
toppers and they did what they can do best, they memorized few lines, equations and
graph last night and told on Dias whatever they could remember. I asked one of them
about his perspective about global cooling. As expected he knew very little about it.
And this is the main reason behind our present environmental crisis. We are
running in a vast field with our eyes closed, we have no idea where we are going. There
are some people who are really think about environment, care for it. I appreciate it but
there are some other who has no idea what to do to protect our environment. Most of the
students don’t like studying it. My classmates laugh at me because I like this subject but
not so well in so called DEPERTMENTAL SUBJECTS. I don’t think bookish knowledge
is going to help us fight global warming or any other environmental problems.

Nature took thousands of years to create a perfectly working ecosystem. It is not
possible for us to understand it through some book. And if we don’t understand how
nature works we won’t be able to fix what is broken. We have to understand all the
aspects before we try to change any part of it. Because any mistakes can have devastating
result. Just for an example to prevent deforestation government started planting
eucalyptus trees without knowing its effect. These trees have no bi-product that local
people can use, these trees support very few wildlife, and makes land more aired because
of their fast-growing nature.
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We have heard about lots of theories about environmental development and
prevention model like ISO-14000, E.M.S. model etc. but before employing any of these
models anywhere we have to understand that nature is not a math’s question paper where
you apply a formula , solve an equation and obtain the result. When in danger, nature is
like a little baby, crying and helpless. Like a caring mother we have to understand what
she needs .not just some big project or lots of money is going to help her. She needs all
our love to heal.

Being eco-friendly does not mean giving lecture on sustainable development or
getting full marks in environmental sciences exam or walking on the road wearing GO
GREEN tee-shirt. Eco-friendly means implementing green ideas in your life like closing
the water tap after use, switching off the light when you leave your room, using airconditioner only when necessary, asking for a paper bag instead of plastic at grocery
store and reducing your carbon footprint as much as possible.

If you care about nature, nature would care about you. So please get out of your
room, NATURE is waiting for you outside, see her, touch her, feel her and love her.
I am doing my part for nature, ARE YOU? BECAUSE THE WORLD IS IN YOUR
HANDS ……..
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By shalini Roy…
It is spring! And I'm elated like any other mother would be, to see her children bathing in
sunbeam, playing and dwindling in the breeze. I still remember the day when I gave birth
to my two beloved children, Seasam and Sambal. Back then I was just five, playing 'Pitto'
with pebbles near the plantation plot that my mother had risen with all her blood, sweat
and tears! I came across some unusual pebbles! They weren't like the rest. They were
much smaller and I presented it to my mother. She asked me to bury them in the
backyard. And so I did. Fascinatingly a few days later i saw two of my kids eke out their
precarious existence from the soil and now they are full grown trees, strangely enough
both taller than their mother. I have raised them as mine, as if they once belonged to my
womb! I fed them, nourished them, watered them and now my children nourish me and
possibly everyone around them! The feeling is euphoric.... I'm one proud mother today!
Trees are pre-requisite to our existence. How long can you live without clothes? For life?
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With-out food? Few days? Without water? few hours? Without air?...few seconds? Or
maybe not even that! People are chased away from their urban abodes to lofty mountains
and seas! Some spend almost a lifetime in search of peace! But friends, take my advice.
Plant a small tree at any corner of your home. Nourish it. Care for it. Let it have a space
in your heart, give it a warm hug every morning, whenever you're gloomy sit beside it
and cry your heart out. Trust me, the peace that you would derive from it would be worth
all the effort you put into raising it. The feeling of giving life to something and sustaining
it is unsurpassable! Man isn't apart from nature. He has evolved out of nature. Its nature's
mercy AND grace that man still survives on earth. And trees are the most elemental part
of it. A future without trees is a call to the doom. It’s not just unimaginable but scary too!
But mankind today is so engrossed in "progress" and its leap towards 25th century
dreams that it has almost completely overlooked the urgency of existence of green cover.
In fact, one of my favorite cartoons, The Jetsons , was an animated science fiction sitcom
which portrayed life in the 25th century as conceived by the producers back in 1963.
There were robots, electronic contraptions, and flying cars. If you come to think about it,
other than the flying cars, some of their futuristic ideas have become a reality. However,
in remembering this series, I noticed something recently which made me pause and think.
There was hardly any vegetation in that “future.” There were hardly any trees. No
greenery. Is that how life will become in the 25th century? Then I would suggest that
people worthlessly fancy living this way in 25th century because a future without trees is
too hostile for survival. As globalization makes the world become smaller, it becomes
increasingly easy to see how the lives of people (and plants and animals and ecosystems)
everywhere are closely synced up with one another. So toys made in China can affect the
quality of life in Europe, pesticides used in Argentina can affect the health of people in
the U.S., and greenhouse gas emissions from Australia can affect a diminishing rainforest
in Brazil. The truth is that EVERY SINGLE THING we do every day has an impact on
the planet-- good or bad. The good news is that as an individual you have the power to
control most of your choices and, therefore, the impact you create: from where you live
to what you buy, eat, and use to light your home, to how you shop or vote, you can have
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global impact. It’s important for every individual to have consciousness for nature and
motive to go green. Bottom line: It benefits everyone on the planet to help keep our wild
spaces alive and growing. Embracing a greener lifestyle isn't just about helping to
preserve equatorial rain forests, it can also mean improving your health, padding your
bank account, and, ultimately, improving your overall quality of life. All that and you can
save furry animals, too? GO HUG A TREE! EMBRACE A GREENER LIFESTYLE
AND STAY HEALTHY. SAVE THE EARTH FOR "YOUR" CHILDREN TO
BREATHE IN SAFELY!
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By Abhishek Kumar
What is Global Warming? Since the beginning of time there have been documented
variations in climate and temperature. A well known climate variability that Californians
experience, El Nino, occurs every three to six years and results in warmer ocean
temperature, increased ocean upwelling, and drier winters. While this phenomenon
appears to be threatening to our environment, it is simply just a natural climate cycle.
However there is a hazardous threat to our Earth that has been occurring for the past
hundred years. The phenomenon known as global warming refers to the average increase
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in the Earth’s overall temperature. Such an increase in temperature can result in drastic
climate changes that in tern can lead to a rise in sea level, changes in rainfall, and
detrimental impacts on plant and wildlife. In order to truly understand the phenomenon
that is global warming one must analyze and understand the greenhouse effect,
greenhouse gases, and climate change. The Earth’s atmosphere plays a key role in the
global warming process. Global warming will lead to an increase in global temperature,
rise in sea level, change in rainfall, and many other climate occurrences. With the
continued emission of greenhouses gases, like carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide
the threat of global warming becomes more prevalent. The atmosphere cannot bear the
continued increase in pollutants and eventually the earth’s human, plant, and wildlife will
suffer. Global warming is in fact a real threat and action must be taken to protect the
environment. When the earth radiates such energy back to space, atmospheric gases trap
departing energy. Atmospheric gases like water vapor, carbon dioxide, and others gases
simulate the glass panels of greenhouse. Therefore these chemicals are known as the
greenhouse gases. The greenhouse effect is responsible for the insulation on the earth
thus making human, wildlife, and plant life possible. While the natural process of the
greenhouse effect is necessary, problems occur when the atmospheric concentration of
greenhouses gases increases.
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By Albert Plabonestein
Water is one of the major environmental elements that affect our life. All the living things
use water and save their lives. But things change when the water become contaminated.
Any chemical particles, living or non living substances or waste products pollute water.

ETIOLOGY OF WATER POLUTION:
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AND LAST OF ALL……………….
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So….please…….. Save water…Save lives…..!!!
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By Pravin Pandey

The proponents of intelligent design came up with condemnatory remarks about Darwin's
theory of evolution and the insufficiency of Neo- Darwinism as a scientific doctrine.
According to them, it failed to give a satisfactory explanation for the origin of such
complex structure as see organs. Take an example of eye. How can isolated components
such as retina, lens, cornea etc, all randomly formed by undirected mutations, be
assembled to form a complex whole called eye merely by a gradual process enforced by
natural selection It is said that several random events results in the formation of many
structures that assemble in various permutations and combinations. Some of these
permutations may be functionally more successful than others. It takes millions of years
for a wide array of random events to result in a race chance of successful combination of
functionally efficient structures. When this happens nature forcefully favors their survival
and perpetuation. The so called doctrine of intelligent design belief that life is a
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continuum that all life forms evolve from pre-existing ones. Intelligent design believes in
the 'de novo' creation of life. This is another way of stating the theory of special creation
where GOD was believed to be the creator. In this, case god is replaced by some designer
with intelligent intentions. The questions arise who create the designer. Do the believers
of intelligent design theory have a explanation for the existence of vestigial organs and
homologous structures. Why did the designer not create life on all planets and stars?

Take a chemist who in his experiments combines various ingredients in a test tube and
provides a spectrum of physical conditions to set the reaction in motion. It is ultimately
left to the reactants to combine and behave differently under different conditions and
forms the various products. Quite similarly, the designer must have created all the
essentials ingredients, that is, varied forms of matter and energy, and left them to react
indefinitely. Matter and energy are thus continuous state of flux. Change is the only
constant thing in the universe and this is the paradoxical truth whose complexities are yet
to be unraveled.
Way back in time, before the advent of the telescope and the microscope, mankind’s
belief in the existence of distant galaxies or microbial life would have had no proof but
may have been mere stretches of imagination. Science believes in proof and not in
imagination. At the same time, lack of proof is not a proof in itself of non-existence of
something. Someday in the distant future, there may be inventions that will be able to see
the existence of the Supreme Being we called GOD. Mankind may then be able to
communicate with this intelligent designer and find an answer to the tickling question-

How did matter and energy come to exist in the first place?

GOD may have rested after creating life but mankind shall not rest and continue the quest
till an answer is found........
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By Dibya Jyoti

Dear FRIENDS, I would like to say something on our duty in environmental pollution.
Just realize the problem and its consequences over our planet. Some are often say that
there is no need to do anything on pollution. Nature balance it itself. It is true. But to
balance if nature eradicates us then what we will we do? We are not making... ourselves
adjust with the circumstances rather want to change them. We use ac and appliances but
not keep pace with the nature.

I AM NOT SAYING TO DO RALLY, SATYA GRAHA OR ROAD SIDE PROTEST.
JUST DO THE FOLLOWING THINGS….

NEVER USE POLYTHENE OE PLASTIC.AT LEAST TRY TO AVOID THEM.
ALWAYS USE CARRY BAGS.
GIVE SOME GRAINS TO BIRDS AND ANIMALS
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YOU CAN PUT WATER POTS ON UR ROOF WHICH HELPS THE BIRDS
TO GET WATER IN SCROCHING SUMMER.
NEVER HONK (APPLY HORNS IN AUTOMOBILE) LOUDLY.THEY
IRRITATE THE HUMANS AS WELL AS OTHER CREATURES.
SAVE FUEL, ELECTRICITY, and WATER.
ALWAYS TRY NOT DIRT THE DRESS MATERIALS.BECOZ DETERGENT
AND SOAPS USED FOR LUNDRY PURPOSE ARE ALSO DANGEROUS.
AVOID LEATHER MATERIAL LIKE WALLETS, BELTS, and SHOES ETC.
AVOID ANIMAL PRODUCTS LIKE SOME KINDS OF FACE CREAMS
WHICH ARE MADE FROM ANIMAL FATS.
BE ECOLOGICAL..TRY TO USE BEST OF THE RAIN WATER...AND
SUNLIGHT.
TRY TO BECOME VEGETERIAN.
TRY TO AVOID OF MAKING E-WASTES.RECYCLE THEM ...
PALNT A TREE ON UR BIRTH DAY.IF NOT POSSIBLE JUST WATERD
THE TREE IN SUMMER.

PLZ ADD THE ABOVE THINGS IN UR LIFESTYLE. REST WILL BE DONE BY
SOCIAL WORKERS AND GOVTS. AND UNO.

AT LEAST DO THE ABOVE FOR THE SAKE OF ANIMALS AND TREES...

HOPE YOU GET MY MESSAGE.......
Visit our page
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What is the name of this snake?
what is this plant
A)wild rose
B)jasmine
C)muforong(hibiscus)

A) Rattle Snake
B) King Cobra
C) Black Mamba
D) Forest Cobra

D)dwarf orchid

What is the name of this bird?

What is the name of this plant?

A) Oriental Dwarf Kingfisher

A) Amla Plant

B) paradise kingfishers

B) Brahmi plant
C) Tulsi Plant
D) Ashwagandha
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Then tell me, what is this ? :)
A) Amla Plant
B) Brahmi plant
C) Aloe Vera Plant
D) Ashwagandha Plant

What is the name of this tree?
A) Olive tree
B) Peach tree
C) Coffee tree
D) Maple tree

What is the name of this flower?

What is the name of this tree? (give me info about this

A) Palm flower

tree!! )

B) Pear flower

A) Cedar Tree

C) Pine flower

B) Cypress tree

D) Peach flower

C) Christmas tree
D) Catalpa tree
None gave the right answer.
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Brahmi is rich in Vitamin __________??
What is the name of this flower?
A) Dandelion
B) Daffodil
C) Lily flower

A) Vitamin B12
B) vitamin C
C) vitamin A
D) Vitamin B

D) Lupine flower

Name of this plant?

Can u answer that which countries national bird is this?

A) Arjuna

A) Brazil

B) Indian Tulip

B) USA

C) Teak plant

C) Argentina

D) Turmeric

D) Japan
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When hunting, how do cheetahs first bring their victims
What is the name of this tree?
A) Fraser Fir
B) Scotch Pine
C) Colorado Blue Spruce

down?
A) By swiping them with a paw
B) With a bite to the neck
C) By tracking them

D) None of these

RUBBER IS OBTAINED

what is this brd called???

FROM__________?

A)magenta throated hummingbird

A) SAP

B)wine throated hummingbird

B) Leaves

C)ruby throated hummingbird

C) Stem of Rubber tree

D)scarlet throated hummingbird
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what is this plant??

what is this plant??

A)bee orchid

A)rauwolfia

B)green chiretta

B)malabar nut

C)centella

C)green chiretta
D)curry

what is this animal?????

what is this plant?

A)bengal tiger

A)blue gillia

B)sumatran tiger

B)angels shell

C)indian tiger

C)butterfly pea

D)malayan tiger

D)indigo angel
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what is this flower???

what is this bird????

A.shree lankan orchid

A)brown winged sunbird

B.mesua

B)cream bellied sunbird

C.star flower

C)brown winged flowerpecker

D.angels pride

D)purple rumped sunbird

what is this flower????
A.dwarf orchid

what is this plant called???

B.white flute jasmine

A)wild basil

C.wood jasmine

B)indian fince

D.baby lily

C)netta
D)acalypha
None gave right answer… 
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what is this flower??
what bird is this???

A)barbados pride

A.yellow footed green pigeon

B)angel of fire

B.red breasted green pigeon

C)crown flower

C.purple ringed green pigeon

D)flame flower

D.pompedor green pigeon
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Quiz 1

Quiz 2

1.Which tree's bark is white?

1.which of this animal is carnivor?

a) Ornamental Cherry b) Mountain Ash c)

a)alpaka b)tarsier c)caterpillar

Paper Birch

2.which animal contains homobatrachotoxin?

2. Which of this animal is blind?

a)pituhui b)wood gecko c)venus fly trap

a) thunder beetle b) lesbian lizard c)

3.which bug can turn its direction with the speed of light?

gangetic dolphin

a)horse fly b)thorn bug c)nothing can have the speed of

3. Which is the biggest virus?

light

a) dipeonixius virus b) prex virus c) potato

4.what is the name of a nursery where trees are cultivated?

spindol virus

a)Forest b)Arboretum c)Woodland

4. How many ear do flies have?

5.If you want to plant a tall or climbing plant, where

a) 25 b) 6 c) none

should you plant it?

5. Suppose your age is 100 years, how old

a)North side b)South side c)East side of garden

you would be if you were in planet Mars?
a) 200 years b) 25 years c) 50 years
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Quiz 3

Quiz 4

1.Which of this bird can mimic other birds

1.suppose your mass is 40kg,what would be your mass in

in wild?

moon?

a)hyacinth macaw b)purple throated

a) 40 kg b) 20 kg c) 0 kg

sunbird. C)greater racket tailed drongo

2.in 1987, the U.S released _____tons of toxic chemicals

2.Which of this bird is not native to asia?

into our atmosphere

a)capped bulbul b)emerald cuckoo

a) 2.5 million b) 1.33 billion c) 1.5 million

c)golden throated leafbird

3.____lakes of America r too polluted 2 use??

3.Which tree has the largest leaf?

a) 46% b) 40% c) 54%

a)rafflesia b)raffia palm c)elephant palm

4. when are strawberries in season?

How long could lasts the life of a tree under

a) June-August b) January-March c) September-

normal circumstances?

November

a)1 to 3 years b) 10 to 30 years c)They

5. Potatoes belong to what family?

could live for several thousand years

a) Tomato family b) Carrot family c) Onion family

Which of these trees is an evergreen tree?
a)Oak Tree b)Palm Tree c)Maple Tree
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Quiz 5

Quiz 6

1.which of these plant is different?

1.Which vegetable does not actually exist botanically?

a) Drosera b) Narcisass c) Mango

a) Pumpkin b) Squash c) Turnip

2.The city athens was named after___

2. Who invented jalium??

a) Athena b) Athenis c) Atheius

a) Robert hook b) Petro de svonia c) Hamfre David

3.National flower of Bangladesh is___

3.Which of this ant traps other insect?

a) white water lily b) red water lily c) blue

a) tree ant b) army ant c) driver ant

lily

4.You can find black swan in____

4.Which is known as forbidden city?

a) South australia b) West australia c) West america

a) Peking b) Chittagong c) Rome

5.The world's first national park was started in 1872 in

5. When was the first Earth Day

which country?

celebrated?

a) Kruger National Park in South Africa

a) April 22, 1970 b) May 21, 1970 c)

b) Ordesa National Park in Spain

March 21, 1970

c) Yellowstone National Park in U.S.
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Quiz 7

Quiz 8

1.Singapore was founded by?

1.Which natural disaster can produce the fastest winds on

a) Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles b)

earth?

Hirusita Maoango c) James Montraro

a) Tornado b) Hurricane c) Cyclone

2. Australia was founded by?

2. What natural phenomenon is a hypocenter associated

a) Sir Austra Maccolin b) James Cook c)

with?

Jeorge Marry Mengano

a) Hurricane b) Tornado c) Earthquake

3. Cylon was a name of?

3. On average, what are your chances of being struck by

a) Flower b) Country c) City

lightning in a

4. Which animal can fly?

given year?

a) fish b) crab c) ant

a) 1 in 7000,000 b) 1in 700,000 c) 1in 70000

5. Which animal can live in strong acid that

4. What is the most dangerous type of avalanche?

can burn human??

a) Wet b) Dry Slab c) Ice fall

a) hawk billed tortoise b) flaming c) sea

5. What other major natural disaster do earthquake

parrot

sometimes cause?
a) Volcanoes b) Tsunamis c) Hurricanes
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Quiz 9

Quiz 10

1.Which of this animal uses other organism

1.Which of this arthropoda is only found in new guinea?

as a mosquito repailer?

a) purple spotted swallow tail b) blue morpho c) glass ant

a) Proboscus monkey b) Madagascar

2.Who is the worlds smallest cat?

lemur c) Spider monkey

a) mr.morios b) mr.peebles c) mr.geeble

2. 2.which of this animal eats soil after

3.Which of this bird is poisonous?

eating toxic fruits??

a) blue shrike b) orange shrike c) little shrike thrush

a.macaw b) red colobus monkey c) waxtail

4.Which of the following is NOT a food crop?

bird

a) Wheat b) Paddy c) Jute

3. 3.how many animal lives in forest??

5.Test your analogy.....:)..

a) 80% b) 70% c) 60%

Tree : Forest::::Grass : ________?

4. What is the range of the Richter scale?

a) Lawn b) Field c) Garden

a) 1 to 5 b) 1 to 50 c) 1 to 10
what is the longest living bird?
a) Owl b) Turkey buzzard c) Duck
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Quiz 11

Quiz 12

1.Which is the laziest animal?

1. Moa is the closest ancester of____??

a. Sloth b. koala c. armadillo

a. kiwi b. ostrich c. secratary bird.

2. A new born baby has ____ bones?

2. The slowest animal in the option is??

a.206 b.300 c.250

a. pygmy parrot b. ring necked pheas c. American

3. What is the recommended planting depth

woodcock

for seeds?

3.Which animal is not native to Australia??

a.1-2 times the average diameter of the

a. ekhidna b. crazy yellow ant c. painted lady.

seeds b. 2-3 times the average diameter of

4.Which of this bird is different 4m its relatives??

the seeds c. 4-5 times the average diameter

a. yellow eyed penguin b. emperor penguin c. gentoo

of the seeds

penguin.

4. Which of this animal is known as music

5.Sea parrot is the nickname of??

lover?

a. puffin b. swish c. seagull

a. cow b. goat c.cat
5. Which tree's bark is white?
a. Ornamental Cherry b. Mountain Ash c.
Paper Birch
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Quiz 13

Quiz 14

1. Every year the moon goes further 4m the

1)Lotus is the national flower of__

earth at the rate of_____??

a.vietnam b.ajarbaizan c.saudi arabia

a. 3.5 cm b. 2.87 cm c. 3.82cm

2)"dundee of asia"is the nickname of which city??

2. Which of this animal can transform itself

a.kolkata b.narayanganj c.patuakhali

to its immature form?

3)"land of tide" is__

a. Turritopsis nutricula b. Oilkulium fuz c. a.India b.Myanmar c.Bangladesh
Nananana makaldi

4)"the big apple" is the nickname of__

3. Favourite food of rain deer is?

a.new york b.washington c.london

a .Banana b. Pumpkin c. Thelmidion grass.

5)safety pin was invented by??

4. Which of this name is the name of a

a.walther colin b.mrs.hogstin c.walter hunt

fruit??
a. Theridion b. Kiwi c. Phyllium bioculatum
5.worlds smallest mammal is???
a. Bumble bee bat b. Mountain monkey c.
Elephant nose shrew...
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Quiz 15

Quiz 16

1.what was the sacred insect of ancient

1.Cat-fish don't have which of this body part,but others do?

Egyptian??

a) Scales b) Lateral lines c) Anal fins

a. black beetle b. stink beetle c. scarab

2. Which fish roes are used to make taramasalta?

beetle

a) Sturgeon b) Salmon c) Herring

2.which of this animal is 99.9% extinct from 3. Which fish are used to make kippers?
indian subcontinent?

a ) Mackerel b) Sea bass c) Herrings

a. white rumped vulture b. emerald

4.Coral reef covers how much of the earth's surface?

cuckoo c. bengal cat

a)5% b) less than 1% c) 12%

3.how many teeth do a common snail has?

5. which fish lives on acid?

a.3500 b.25600 c.23985

a) pbelocikris b) paedocypris c) p.cnidouralos

4.which of this bird keeps its egg in volcano
ashes??
a. griffon vulture b. malayan fowl c.

Winner is Meghbalika mousumi sharmin toma…her

bulwer's pheasant

page was hacked…

5.how many lenses do a dragon fly has in
both eyes??
a.2800 b.5600 c.4590
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Quiz 17

Quiz 18

1.Which living bird lays the world's smallest 1.what does the white rose mean?
egg?

a) friendship b) Special c) Thank you

a) Bee Humming Bird b) Gulls c)

2. Which flower has anthosayanin?

Woodpecker

a) clitoria ternatea b) crotalaria retusa c) Malvaviscus

2. Chicken eggs contain a fatty substance.

arboreus

What is it called?

3.Which flower has no medicinal purpose??

a) Starch b) Cholesterol c) Fats

a) Hibiscus rosa-sinensis b) Hibiscus mutabilis c) Datura

3. A young eastern bluebird will learn to fly

metel

after how long in the nest?

4. What part of the flower is the corolla?

a) 3 days b) 9 days c) 19 days

a) Stem b) Petals c) Pistil

4. Which birds name came from ancient

5. Who said, "Where flowers bloom so does hope"?

greek?

a) Mother Theresa b) Shakespeare c) Lady Bird Johnson

a) kokako b) quetzal c) alexandrian parrot
5. Which of this bird is known as robber

The winner is Phil de leon

bird?

Don’t know why he deleted his post 

a) kea b) satinbird c) kumulu
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Quiz 19

Quiz 20

1.which insect holds the record of most

1.Which tree is used as drug?

dangerous insect?

a)Cannabis sativa b)Brassica botrytis c)popyona oriulae

a) black bulldog ant b) army ant c)

2.Which plant is considered as "symbol of patience"?

amazonian red ant

a)gladiulas b)daisy c)ivy

2.which of this holds the record of being

3.Which is the leading country in exporting orchid?

most annoying insect?

a)Thailand b)Indonesia c)Japan

a) mosquito b) yellow man faced stink

4.Which fruit is a drupe?

beetle c) noseeme

a)tomato b)mango c)lemon

3.which bug is often kept as pet nd eats dog

5.Which plant is used for medicine?

food?

a)Lagenaria vulgaris b)Eugenia earyophyllus c)Bombax

a) goliath beetle b) hercules beetle c)

ceiba

madgascan comet
4. Which of the following is not an insect?

Winner is Meghbalika Mousumi SharminToma

a) Centipede b) Wasp c) beetle
5. Which insect belongs to the Coleoptera
order?
a) Butterflies b) Mantids c) Beetles
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Quiz 21

Quiz 22
1. What is the largest non polar desert in the world?

1. Global Warming is accelerated by the

a) Sahara b) Gobi c) Mojave

reduction of Global snow and ice cover.

2. Whats % of world's water is freshwater?

a) true b) false

a) 3% b) 7% c) 11%

2. Which country currently emits the most

3. Which of the following is a major problem facing the

greenhouse gasses?

world's oceans?

a) China b) USA c) Japan

a) Over fishing b) Pollution c) All of the above

3. How many human deaths per year does

4. On what content are grasslands called savannahs?

the world Health Organization attribute to

a) Asia b) Africa c) South America

climate change?

5. In what habitat would yo find permafrost?

a) 150,0000 b) 1500 c)150,000

a) Desert b) Grasslands c) Tundra

4. How long does it take for CO2 in the
atmosphere to disappear?
a)100 year b) 10 year c) 1 year
5. A rise in global temperature is expected
to increase instances of malaria.
a) True b) False
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Quiz 23

Quiz 24

1. As CO2 in the atmosphere has increased,

1.Which of this is the closest ancester of Homo sapiens?

how much has acidity in the ocean's surface

a) homo erectus b) orrorin tugenensis c) homo ulebulas

waters increased?

2. which animal uses opposable grip perfectly??

a) 5% b) 15% c) 30%

a) human b) gorilla c) tanjanian devil

2. How many islands make up Tonga?

3. which one is only found in human body?

a) 36 b) 170 c) 984

a) Ascaris lumbricoidis b) Olomonis ekadomscie c)

3. How many different ways can marine

poecilocerus pictis

worm species reproduce?

4. floriculture is a part of?

a) 1 b) 5 c) 18

a) tissueculture b) heratoculture c) horticulture

4. What % of the world's oceans was close

5. Which plant increases brain power??

to fishing in 2007?

a) ocimum sanctum b) centella asiatica c) allium cepa

a) 0.01 b) 5 c) 9
5. The maximum wingspan of an albatross
is roughly how big?
a) 2 feet b) 7 feet c) 11 feet
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Quiz 25

Quiz 26

1. Resplendent quetzal is the sacred bird of

1. Which of this flower lacks petals?

which ancient race?

a)Acalypha indica b)Anemone richardsonii c)acacia

a) inca b) aztec c) roman

metarpylus

2. Which organism was worshiped as"god

2.Whic of this animal hasnt change in 200 years?

of air"?

a)salamandars b)gecko c)crocodile

a) resplendent quetzal b) white cheeked

3.Which bird doesnt have a special breeding season?

quetzal c) golden fronted quetzal

a)scarlet ibis b)yellow footed spoonbill c)lesser flamingo

3. "A whimpering pup" is?

4.Which animal makes the longest migration?

a) music of wilson's bird of paradise b)

a)wilderbeast b)red crab c)white tailed mountain deer

music of raso lark c) music of resplendent

5.Which animal hunts humen?

quetzal

a)tiger b)crocodile c)lion.

4. Alexandar the great was the king of?
a) bolivia b) mesidonia c) italy
5. In 1965 how many seychelles warbler
were recorded?
a) 65 b) 50 c) 92
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Quiz 27

Quiz 28

1. Does water cover more or less than 50%

1. A pigeon can fly how long without taking rest?

of the Earth’s surface?

a) 20 hours b) 14 hours c) 16 hours

A) Less- around 40% B) More around 60%

2. Which bird has atleast 350000 members in one flock?

C) More around 70%

a) european swallow b) passenger pigeon c) little shrike

2. What is another name for a Tsunami ?

3. Which of this organism has the "fairy" word in one of its

A) tidal wave B) surface wave C) Standing

species?

wave

a) fly b) dragonfly c) bird of paradise

3. Can you tell which of these countries uses 4. A blessing is?
most water per person per year?

a) a flock of owl b) a group of ampala c) a hard of

A) Russia B) India C) Egypt

unicorn

4. What grain has the highest level of

5. Which of this bird can fly directly up in 90°

worldwide production?

a) harmanpes Kasumba b) treron phoenicoptera c) bubo

A) Rice B) Maize (corn) C) Wheat

bubo

5. Which is hotter, the center of the earth or
surface of the sun?
A) center of the earth B) surface of the sun
C) Same
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Quiz 29

Quiz 30

1. Which ancient race began to use pigeons

1.A salamander is a warm blooded animal? True or false?

for sending message?

A) True B) False

a) egyptians b) greeks c) romans

2. Which plate in the Earth's crust causes the most

2. The trogons eat what?

earthquakes?

a) fruit nd nectar b) grain,fruit nd insect c)

A) North American plate B) Pacific plate C) Eurasian

fruit ans insect

plate

3. Which bird gets killed less thn any bird?

3. Which organ of the body is affected by Bright's

a) ibis b) stork c) flamingo

Disease?

4. When does a star destroy?

A) Lungs B) Nose C) Kidney

a) when carbon increases b) when iron

4. Can you tell which animal has blue blood?

bigins to produce c) when iron producing

A) Lizard B) Blobfish C) Lobster

stops

5. Which country has the cleanest air?

5. How can you identify a male and a

A) Canada B) New zealand C) Tasmania

female giraffe of same age?
a) by seeing ears b) by seeing horns c) by
seeing teeth
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Quiz 31

Quiz 32

1.which is the largest buddhist ruin??

1.Which of the following has been linked to climate

a.sompura mahavihara b.anuradhapura

change?

mahavihara c.mahasthangarh mahavihara

a) Droughts b) flooding c) melting ice caps d) all of the

2.which bird was a symbol of agriculture?

above

a.pharomachrus mocinno b.pitta

2. Where is the largest volume of ice out side the polar

mangrova c.tneuria wingstonii

regions?

3.which animal is known an seducer of

a) South Iceland, New Zealand b) Rocky mountains, U.S

desert?

c) Tibetan Plateau, Asia

a.black widow b.army ant c.praying

3. Which species is threatened by the increased winter flow

mantise

in fresh water streams due to global warming?

4.do leaf cutter ants eat leaves

a) Salmon b) crawfish

a.yes b.no

4. What does EI nino mean?

5.which of this organism has only 18

a) Little boy b) Big Storm c) Ice cream

member present?

5. What % of earth's fresh water is locked in ice?

a. gurny's pitta b.bengal florican c.ivory

a) 30 % b) 10 % c) 70 %

billed woodpeaker
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"Your deepest roots are in nature, no matter who you are, where you live, or what
kind of life you lead. You remain irrevocably linked with the rest of creation, So
nature is the base of our life and it’s our responsibility to save it
SAVE FORESTS
SAVE ANIMALS
SAVE ENVIRONMENT
SAVE NATURE
SAVE UR FUTURE
SAVE WORLD
SAVE YOURSELF"………. Abhishek Kumar

Nature is like a book....a small child can harm it .... a teenager may harm it but
regret too...but what about a man , who is enough grown 2 understand , why don't
he rejuvenate it...!!.......... Sankriv Kumar

“Nature is man's teacher.
She unfolds her treasure to his search,
unseals his eye, illumes his mind,
and purifies his heart;
an influence breathes from all the sights and sounds
of her existence.
SAVE NATURE
SAVE WORLD
SAVE YOURSELF “……….Abhishek Kumar
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“ Reading about nature is fine, but if a person walks in the woods and listens
carefully, he can learn more than what is in books, for they speak with the voice of
God. ”:):)………. Jassi Aujla

“We do not see nature with our eyes, but with our understandings and our
hearts..”………. Jassi Aujla in request of Manas Padhy

"'Growth' and 'progress' are among the key words in our national vocabulary. But
modern man now carries Strontium 90 in his bones ... DDT in his fat, asbestos in
his lungs. A little more of this 'progress' and 'growth,' and this man will be
dead."………. Punk Jesus

"As you sit on the hillside,
or lie prone under the trees of the forest,
or sprawl wet-legged by a mountain stream,
the great door, that does not look like a door, opens."………. By Sambit Manna in
request of Punk Jesus

."Let us permit nature to have her way: she understands her business better than
we do."……….Jassi Aujla in request of Achi Protikkhay'

.“ Those who dwell among the beauties and mysteries of the earth are never alone
or weary of life. ”………. Jassi Aujla

.“Your deepest roots are in nature. No matter who you are, where you live, or
what kind of life you lead, you remain irrevocably linked with the rest of creation.
So Nature is the base of our life and it’s our responsibility to save it.
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SAVE FORESTS!!!
SAVE ANIMALS!!!
SAVE ENVIRONMENT!!!
SAVE NATURE!!!
SAVE UR FUTURE!!!
SAVE WORLD!!!
SAVE YOURSELF!!!”………. Abhishek Kumar in request of Manas Padhy

"I love to think of nature as
an unlimited broadcasting
station, through which God
speaks to us every hour, if
we will only tune in.” "………. Abhishek Kumar

"If the sight of blue skies fill you with joy
If a blade of grass springing up in the fields has power to move you
If the simple things of nature have a massage that you understand..
Rejoice, for your soul is alive
....its our sincere duty to make our planet GREEN,GREEN,and GREEN"……….
Meghbalika Moushumi Sharmin Toma

When you take a flower in your hand and really look at it,
Its your world for the moment.
I want to give that world to someone else.
Most people in the city rush around so,
They have no time to look at a flower.
I want them to see it whether they want to or not....
When you plant tree, never plant only one, plant three....
--One for SHADE
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--One for FRUIT and
--One for BEAUTY……….. Meghbalika Moushumi Sharmin Toma

A flower blooming at your feet,the night sky blossoming with stars,and everything
in between-is nature just too awesome for words!!!!GO GREEN!!!!..........Rohan
Suresh

I think that I shall never see
A poem as lovely as a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth's sweet flowing breast;
A tree that looks at God all day,
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;
A tree that may in Summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;
Upon whose bosom snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree………..NatureLover Sambit

I don't know what i may appear to the world
but to myself, I seem to have been only like a girl playing on the seashore,and
diverting myself in now and then.
finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great ocean of
truth law all undiscovered before me
Let up permit nature to have her own way, she understands her business better than
us………. Meghbalika Moushumi Sharmin Toma
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The best remedy for
those who are afraid,
lonely or unhappy is

to go outside,
somewhere where they
can be quiet, alone with the heavens,
nature and God.

Because only then does
one feel that all is as it
should be and

that God wishes to
see people happy,
amidst the simple beauty of nature. I
firmly believe that
nature brings solace

in all troubles.

SAVE NATURE
SAVE YOURSELF
................. Abhishek Kumar
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Did i wake up to the whisper of the morning rain?
Or was it the colors of the sunbeam,
As i opened my eyes
I saw you fluttering those wings by my arms
Beside the blooming flowers in the summer warm
So green
So calm!

Oh! What a world!
Lemme embrace it tight in my arms
Breathe in the breeze
defying bonds
Beauty...this nature
Gift to me
from my heaven's czar
healing my eternal scars! ………. Shalini Roy

I arise today, through the strength of heaven; Light of sun, Radiance of moon,
Splendor of fire. Speed of lightning, Swiftness of wind, Depth of sea, Stability of
earth, Firmness of rock...Man is not himself only...He is all that he sees; all that
flows to him from a thousand sources...He is the land, the lift of its mountain lines,
the reach of its valleys. We inter-breath with the rain forests, we drink from the
oceans. They are part of our own body. You didn't come into this world. You came
out of it, like a wave from the ocean. You are not a stranger here. Your deepest
roots are in nature. No matter whom you are, where you live, or what kind of life
you lead, you remain irrevocably linked with the rest of creation. For the 99
percent of the time we've been on Earth, we were hunter and gatherers, our lives
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dependent on knowing the fine, small details of our world. Deep inside, we still
have a longing to be reconnected with the nature that shaped our imagination, our
language, our song and dance, our sense of the divine……….. Shalini Roy

Animals for medical experimentation and product testing is controversial subject
leading to heated debate. Suffering involved in animal experimentation is painfully
obvious. Like us all animals, share the capacity to recognize fear and suffer pain.
There are serious scientific and health issues involved as well. You can use your
power as an informed consumer to help end the use of animals in product testing.
Buying products with the LEAPING BUNNY LOGO guarantees cruelty-free
products and you can feel good about using it………. Shalini Roy

never harm the dreaming world,
the world of green, the world of leaves,
but let its million palms unfold
the adoration of the trees……….Naturelover Sambit

"I cannot believe that the inscrutable universe turns on an axis of suffering; surely
the strange beauty of the world must somewhere rest on pure joy!
Good nature will always supply the absence of beauty; but beauty cannot supply
the absence of good nature."..........Ochena Balok

Aerials...
You are born to fly!
Soaring up the sky,
Like I want to Cherish every dream!
Who can forbid your way?
There's no one to pull you down!
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Coz you're an aerial...born free...born to fly!!
............. Shalini Roy

From the very first day
when my leaves unfold
I stood here in the forest
tall, straight and bold
don't cut me fool
i am a tree
i am here
so that you can live free………. Naturelover Sambit

The world's a roller coaster;
and I’m not strapped in...
Maybe I should hold it with care
I dig my toes into the sand
The Ocean looks like a thousand diamonds
shrew across a blue blanket!
I lean against the wind
pretend that I m weightless,
And in this moment I’m happy!
I lay my head onto the sand
the sky resembles a backlit canopy
with holes punched in it
I'm counting UFOs!
I signal them with my lighter,
And in this moment I’m happy………. Shalini Roy
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"God is the great mysterious
motivator of what we call
nature, and it has often been
said by philosophers, that
nature is the will of God. And
I prefer to say that nature is the only body of God that we
shall ever see."
. . . "One of the first conditions of
happiness is that the link
between Man and Nature shall
not be broken."
SAVE NATURE
SECURE UR FUTURE………. Abhishek Kumar

I like to take the time out
To listen to the trees, much in the same way that i listen to sea shell, holding my
ear against the rough bark of the trunk.
Hearing the inner singing of the sap, it's a lovely sound, the beating of the heart of
the tree………. Naturelover Sambit
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Problem we are facing…
The most important problem we face is to find out the quiz. And sometimes
controversial information is given on various sites, so it seems sort of difficult to
manage it.
As there are three administrators, and all are from different places, so sometimes
two makes posts on the same time.
Sometimes posts can’t be given on time because of slow internet connection.
Sometimes we see personal attack or attack to some special race. We have to be
rude to handle this kind of behavior.
Future plan…
Present more wonderful places around the world.
Arrange a competition with member’s photography.
Make an album of the people who have contribution to environment.
Give brief information about medicinal plants and fruits.
Give ideas to make outdoor as well as indoor green.
Make a bond among members to interact and share views and take various
attempts in their locality like tree plantation, raise awareness and so on.
Provide more green living tips.
Start a tree plantation program and invite the photograph of the plants planted on
the same day by the members and arrange the entire plants picture on a common
album.
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Thanks all of you for being with us. Thank you so much for ignoring our faults and
encouraging us to go ahead. Without your help we could never run our page and
publish this magazine. From your guys we know many things in each and every
moment. Now we are really rich because we have you. Thank you for the endless
loves that still surrounds us.
We expect you always on our side, for your protection and support, for sharing our
dreams. Your irreplaceable heartiness, love and understanding are the sources of
our strength.
We hear People around us are talking about environmental issues. We all know
what to do and what not to. These ideas sound great, but they have to be
implemented. Let’s do our best to save our mother earth…..lets change our life
style…..let’s say……

╰» ι’м ησт αη єηνιяσηмєηтαℓιѕт. ι’м αη єαятн ωαяяισя. :)

Regards,

• » ѕανє συя gяєєη « •
Ankur Sinha (Administrator)
Asma Hossain Banna (Co-owner)
Apurba Adak (Creator & Owner)
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